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Introduction – session 4

Program:

1. Opening the session

2. Introduction paper of the chairman

3. Presentations from participants
   - Certificate system for mutual recognition of inspected pesticide application equipment between Member States – SPISE Working Group proposal, J. Kole (The Netherlands), H. Ganzelmeier (Germany)
   - Authorisation of inspection facilities and workshops, H. Kramer (Germany)
   - A proposal for an EU (SPISE) database of the licensed sprayer inspectors and inspection centres, G. Oggero, P. Balsari, D. Allochis, P. Marucco (Italy)

4. Discussion of the
   - presentations
   - relevant experiences of MS & Experts

5. Listing of subjects to be dealt with by SWG
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Directive 2009/128/EC  article 8.6

- Member States shall designate bodies responsible for implementing the inspection systems and inform the Commission thereof.

- Each Member State shall establish certificate systems designed to allow the verification of inspections, and recognise the certificates granted in other Member States, complying with the requirements referred to in paragraph 4 and where the time period since the last inspection carried out in another Member State is equal to or shorter than the time period of the inspection interval applicable in that Member State's territory.
- Member States shall endeavour to recognise the certificates issued in other Member States provided that the inspection intervals referred to in paragraph 1 are complied with.
Session 4

Member States shall establish certificate systems for mutual recognition of the certificates.

Responsible bodies

- Each Member State has own responsible body
- List of recognised workshops / inspection centers
- Central database?
Certificate system

- Valid Test-report
- Valid Sticker on the sprayer
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Test report
- acc. ISO 16122

Reference to ISO 16122

Name and address of the workshop that performed the inspection

Owner of the sprayer

Identification of the sprayer

Results of the inspection

Conclusion of the inspection

Official body (not in ISO16122)

Unique label

Date of the inspection

Signature

Detected defects

Session 4 Member States shall establish certificate systems for mutual recognition of certificates.
Member States shall establish certificate systems for mutual recognition of the certificates.

**Sticker**

- Proposal SWG - not in ISO16122
- Placed on the machine when approved

- Good visible (min diameter 75mm)
- Not removable from sprayer
- Color: according to ISO10625

---

**Dopafgifte voor spuitdoppen volgens ISO 10625 of vergelijkbaar**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DrukH</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>-4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>-6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>-8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afgifte in l/min per spuitdop gecodeerd volgens ISO 10625</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Name and address of the workshop that performed the inspection**

**Year and date when the inspection turns invalid**

**Unique number**

---
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Mutual recognition

-In EU directive:
The Member States shall recognise the certificates granted in other Member States following the requirements referred to in paragraph 4 and where the time period since the last inspection carried out in another Member State is equal to or shorter than the time period of the inspection interval applicable in its own territory.

Important for mutual recognition:
The machine has to be tested following requirements of Annex II, standard EN 13790 (respectively EN 16122) (paragraph 4)
Session 4

Quality management system MS

Objective:
Quality and uniformity of performed inspections

Content:
• Content of the inspection (ISO16122)
• Requirement approved workshops/testteams
  • Testequipment (basic and calibration)
  • Trained testoperators
• Quality assurance
  • Administrative (are all inspections done by approved workshops and certified testoperators)
  • On-site (audits workshops and checks on already inspected sprayers)
Session 4

How to check whether a certificate is issued by an approved workshop?

EU database?
1. Authorisation of inspection facilities and workshops, H. Kramer (Germany)

2. A proposal for an EU (SPISE) database of the licensed sprayers inspectors and inspection centres, G. Oggero, P. Balsari, D. Allochis, P. Marucco (Italy)
Discussion - Session 4

- discussion the presentations
- relevant experiences of MS
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Conclusion of session 4

Aim of the session

Topics discussed

Some conclusions

Listing of subjects addressed to further SWG activities
Conclusion of session 4

SPISE recommendations for mutual recognition were discussed, some improvements were recognised

- Need for EU database of official bodies and workshops?
- Identification of PAE (test report & sticker!!!)
- Uniform lay-out sticker, content, color-code, etc.
- Harmonized test-report
- Harmonized requirements workshops / inspection teams
- Need for quality assurance system – SWG label?
- Need for ‘recognized’ test-equipment
- Mutual recognition is required on the basis of FWD, some regulatory questions could be relevant, each MS have to provide inspections for all PAE
- How to deal with minor defects or rejected PAE in relation with mutual recognition
- Using of inspected PAE in other MS
- SPISE recommendation send to MS for improvements